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Austin and I (Kaelee) began our life together December 19th, 
2009. We now have four children to show for eight years of  
marriage. Sabashtian 7, Katianna 5, Majolie 3, and Mirette 1. 
November 2nd, of  this year, we head off  to a long awaited 
destination: Pecry, Haiti. 
Although this journey is just beginning, it has been a long time in 
the making. Austin was born to missionary parents in a small 
town in the far North West of  Haiti. He lived there until his 
move to the states for education at the age of  19. It was always 
his intention to return home, to help his brothers and sisters 
(Haitian children he grew up with in his home) to better 
themselves and to bring hope to others in his village. 
I (Kaelee) grew up in Taneyville, Missouri. My grandmother 
worked with a US based ministry to international students. Her 
heart for the lost is what convinced me at age 12 that I was called 
to the mission field. When I met Austin, I was making plans to 
work with a missionary couple in Tanzania who were developing 
a summer discipleship camp. Needless to say, plans changed. 
Although Austin felt called to Haiti, it wasn’t until a few years 
ago that the specifics became clear after a conversation with his 
dad. During this conversation, Austin mentioned that we would 
be honored to be part of  their continuation plan for Faith 
Medical Clinic. His dad replied that our willingness to take on 
clinic administration was an answer to prayer. Although the 
transition will be slow, we eventually will have full administration 
responsibilities for Faith Medial Clinic.
Austin and I have a strong conviction that ministry should start 
with deeds and move to words. We get our inspiration from 1 
John 3:18 “Let us not love with words or tongue, but with actions 
and in truth.” As we have heard it said, “Care before you share.” 
We have had this vision for a long time and have tried a 
significant program while still here in the US. Until earlier this 
year, we were running a small electrical recharging program in 
Austin’s home town of  Nan Sentrain. The program distributed 
battery boxes equipped with a light bulb and outlets for charging 
cell phones and computers. The families would bring the boxes 
back for recharge and pay a monthly fee. Although it was well 
liked, we had no control of  the finances and that ended earlier 
this year due to disappearing or non-existent payments. Although 
we do not plan to continue this program, the lessons learned 
during this experience will help with any future endeavors. 




Our region of  Haiti is in a continual state of  one season away 
from drought. This is mainly (as we see it) due to the lack of  
available water. The fact that out in the province there is little to 
no electricity, people must walk to potable water sources to bring 
back their daily water needs. If  the rains do not come at the right 
times, or if  they come too hard, the crops do not grow. You know 
what your garden looks like if  you do not water it! We intend to 
reach people physically by means of  a cistern project by 
providing people with plastic or concrete cisterns to be filled by 
catching rainwater off  their roofs. This water can be used for 
washing clothes, water animals, and, most importantly, watering 
crops. 
One of  Austin’s passions is seeing people take charge of  their 
finances to better their living conditions, mental health, and 
usefulness to the body of  Christ. For several years now he has 
been teaching Biblical Finances here in the states and has taken 
trainings to certify himself  as a financial coach. Even though 
Haitians typically have less money to go through their hands 
than American’s do, their debt problem is every bit as bad, if  not 
worse.  
My passion, (aside from being wife, mommy and supporting 
Austin in his endeavors) is reaching little ones with the gospel. I 
benefitted greatly from attending Christian summer camps 
growing up. While in college, I had the opportunity to work at 
summer camps and saw the impact on kids. Austin and I have 
had the opportunity to see some small camps which have 
inspired and encouraged us to develop something similar for the 
children in Pecry. Aside from teaching the Bible and having fun, 
we plan to have life skills classes, such as sewing, business, and 
other technical skills that would be appropriate for age and area. 
In everything we aspire to do, our desire is to place Christ first 
and to develop Haitian leaders to take the responsibility of  
managing those endeavors. We understand that to do this will 
take time and, in many people, a paradigm shift of  the heart. 
May God’s blessing be with you. 

Austin & Kaelee Truelove 	



Smoky Chipotle Beef and Bacon Chili  
 
Julie Marine (whose chili is never the same twice)
Brown 1½ lbs or so of  ground beef  or Boston burger (beef/pork) or venison with ½ 
an onion diced and a bit of  minced garlic in oil.
In crockpot add 3-4 cans of  rinsed beans (black, northern, red, kidney, anything works but 
what would really be good are some Anasazi beans if  you can get them).
1 12 oz can smoked chipotle peppers and adobo sauce diced (upon later reading, chili 
recipes mostly call for 2-4 peppers and a teaspoon or two of  the sauce not the whole can so feel free 
to cut back).
2 14.5 oz cans fire-roasted diced tomatoes
1 medium 19 oz can mild red enchilada sauce
1 cup or so coffee that has been sitting in a French press all day so it’s good and 
strong (next time I may try a bottle of  the ‘darkest and chewiest’ beer I can find).
Add the beef  and ½ onion that you browned and then add the other ½ raw diced 
onion.
Brown a package of  bacon.
A few dashes of  Worcestershire sauce to the pot.
Add to the pot ¼ to ½ cup brown sugar (to try and add a little sweet before the heat).
Sprinkle the top with cumin, oregano, chili powder, smoked paprika (I almost cover 
the surface with each) and then another ½ teaspoon or more of  minced garlic in oil
Add the bacon chopped pretty small as much as you want (I used ½ package).
Chop a green or red pepper (or two) to add to the pot.
Heat to just bubbling around the edge then cool in fridge overnight to let the 
flavors meld.
Next day heat to serve (adjust your flavor with more herbs if  needed or a little more brown 
sugar).
Serve with diced avocado and a slice of  lime, pile on the cheese and sour cream. I 
like to cut thin strips of  flour soft shell tacos and lightly fry in a teaspoon or two of  
coconut oil to just firm and lightly browned then drain on paper towels and add 
those delicious crunchy strips on top (or you can use corn chips…but really try the taco 
strips sometime).

Cherokee Smoked Chili 
 
Cody Lawson & Caleb
Smoke 1 lb. ground beef  (or brisket if  you can 
afford it!), 1 whole onion    and 1 sweet bell 
pepper with cherry and hickory woods. 
Cherry + hickory = Cherokee (thanks to Caleb)

We accomplished this by slow cooking 
ground beef  (large 1 lb patty) and veggies on 
top bun rack of  charcoal grill, smoking over 
soaked cherry wood chips and cooking with 
natural hickory charcoal briquettes.

Fully cook beef  and then sear both sides on 
bottom rack to blacken. 

Chop cooked beef, and mince or purée 
vegetables, and then add to pot.  

Add 1 can tomato sauce, 2 cans seasoned 
chili beans, 1 can black beans, and your 
favorite packaged chili seasoning (we used best 
choice).

Add  1/8-1/4  cup hickory BBQ sauce    (best 
choice!) and (optional) up to 1/4 tsp. liquid 
smoke for additional smoky flavor.

Simmer for at least an hour. As with all chili, 
it's better the next day!

The Mild and the Mammal-less 

Lee Gaar 
2 lbs. ground turkey
1 onion, chopped
1 28 oz. can of  whole tomatoes (w/ liquid)
3 cans chili beans (w/ liquid)
1 can other bean (w/ liquid – dark red kidney, black, navy, whatever)
Extra liquid (water, chicken broth, coffee a mixture...this time it was some chicken and some 
coffee)
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tbsp. onion powder
1 tsp. cumin
1 tsp. garlic powder (or a couple of  cloves, minced)
5 or 6 shakes of  cayenne pepper
5 or 6 shakes of  cinnamon
1 Tbsp. sugar

In a large pot scramble-fry turkey and onion until turkey is thoroughly cooked and 
onions are translucent. Add can of  whole tomatoes, crushing them with your 
hands...or snip with scissors. Add all beans. It looks way too thick,   so add some 
liquid. Add spices, stir it a bit and let it start to bubble. Now the part that changes 
every time...taste the broth and adjust to suit yourself. If  it's too salty add a bit of  
sugar, too sharp and tomato-y? add coffee or chicken broth or baking cocoa 
powder...you get the picture. Let the whole thing simmer a bit if  serving for dinner. 
If  not refrigerate and heat up the next day.
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  If  my ramblings about movies are going to appear in our 
communal publication every month, perhaps some justification is 
due for their place and your attention. So this month, instead of  
giving objective analysis, I’ll try to demonstrate through a personal 
experience just why movies are important. I’ll be referring to Lion 
(2016), and I’m focusing on what would be a major spoiler if  
you’ve not seen it.
 
There has to be a way to forget about last night. I did 
what I always do at social gatherings; I moved 
conversations to focus on myself  or obscure topics on 
which I know and feel too much. When someone 
interrupted me I made my irritation visible in my tone 
and body language. The list of  blunders goes on. 
Worse than all of  that, I had chosen the hangout over a 
birthday my family was celebrating back home. I had 
been irritated after work and didn’t feel like putting up 
with my family’s antics, so I told them I was busy. Of  
course I’m busy on a Friday night – I’m a popular guy.
 
But it’s Saturday morning now, and last night’s 
mistakes continue to haunt me. I wonder how long it 
will be until I feel better. Tomorrow will be Sunday, 
church day. That makes me feel worse. Even as I go to 
church and wear a Christian badge I still serve myself  
first and treat those around me with intense 
insensitivity. I find it hard to believe God doesn’t regret 
including me in his family.
 
Ugh, I don’t want to think about this. Maybe I’ll turn 
on Netflix, watch a movie, and just get lost in it. Maybe 
Lion, that one coming-of-age adoption drama I’ve 
heard so much about. People talk like it will change the 
way you think about life. I’m generally skeptical of  
hype, but I’ll watch anything right now if  it means not 
thinking about last night. I sit back and wait for my 
socks to be knocked off.
 
Starting out, my socks remain affixed to my feet. As an 
English major in college, I had learned to recognize 
patterns in text. The text of  this film seems patterned 
after the storyline of  Will Ferrell's quest to find his real 
dad in Elf, combined with the setting and tone of  
Slumdog Millionaire. In contrast, Lion doesn’t have any 
chocolate syrup spaghetti or Indian game shows. I’m 
unimpressed. Furthermore, the actress Rooney Mara 
annoys me just by being on screen. I don’t know why. 

But overlooking those flaws, the visuals and the 
soundtrack are engaging enough to distract me from 
myself, so I keep watching.
 
When the movie comes to a certain scene, I recognize 
something else familiar. The film’s main character, 
Saroo, played by Dev Patel, is visiting his ailing 
adoptive mom, played by actress Nicole Kidman. 
Having ignored her in his search for his biological 
family, Saroo tells her how sorry he is she couldn’t have 
her own kids and was forced to adopt him instead. She 
must regret including him in her family.
 
At this moment, my heart sinks and I forget all distaste 
I had for the movie. I watch with rapt attention to see 
how Saroo’s adoptive mother responds. She only chides 
and corrects him, saying, “I could have had children. 
We chose not to.” Saroo is flabbergasted, and she goes 
on to explain that she and her husband wanted instead 
to, of  their own volition, offer a lost child a safe and 
loving home. He fights her love, pointing out how 
raising him must have been so much harder than they 
expected. She replies, “It’s not a matter of  ‘hard.’” She 
brought Saroo into her family because she wanted to 
save him from life on his own, not because she 
expected him to behave perfectly.
 
The movie continues on, but even Rooney Mara 
doesn’t bother me as I search for my socks. No longer 
desperate for emotional distraction, I think back to 
Friday night. I see the mistakes still, but I also see the 
perfect opportunity I have now within God’s family to, 
rather than be overcome with self-loathing, seek 
sanctification.
 
I see also in this moment the value to be found in 
watching movies. It’s not being entertained, escaping 
reality, or reviewing them and assigning arbitrary 
ratings. I don’t even necessarily look to movies for 
heroic examples or role models to follow. The true 
value of  film for me is in the patterns between the 
film’s text and my life’s text. That’s my goal with these 
articles, to look for what wisdom hides in our library of  
visual stories that recount life as a human in relation to 
God our adoptive mother.

Jordan Gloor 

	



Mission Statement 
  To give working, low-income seniors in Taney and Stone 
Counties the opportunity to own a safe, decent and affordable 
home in which to live and nurture their family. 

History 
  From their website: "Mountain Country Homes of  Hope was 
originally called Mountain Country Habitat for Humanity, 
founded as an HFHI affiliate in 1987 by Jack Herschend and 
Silver Dollar City. We built our first homes in Taney County in 
1988. Three of  the original five families selected to receive 
homes remained in the program until their 20-year mortgage 
was paid off  in 2008 and 2009, respectively. 
  In 2006, our board of  directors recognized that Habitat 
International was diverging from the principles on which the 
ministry was originally founded; principles which we continued 
to follow. We chose to disaffiliate from HFHI, and 
reincorporated as Mountain Country Homes of  Hope. 
  Although we now focus all of  our energy and resources 
toward our ReBuilding Hope for Seniors program (which we 
started in 2008), we maintain a strong partnership with our 
homeowners. We celebrate their successes, and step in with 
encouragement and support when requested. Our 
homeownership program sought to empower our partner 
families by providing them with the opportunity to obtain a 
home of  their own, and working with them to achieve that 
goal. We endeavored to break the poverty-cycle mind-set and 
entitlement process. Over the course of  our twenty plus year 
history, we have found that the majority of  the children of  our 
partner families are pursuing higher education and job status 
with the determination to work towards owning their own 
home. Many have achieved that… and more." 

Services 
  While they are currently not planning on building any new 
homes in the near future, Homes for Hope does offer a 
maintenance/repair program called "ReBuilding Hope for 
Seniors." This service helps seniors living with limited income 
to fix up and maintain their homes for little to no cost. The 

first $300 in repairs are free, and any additional costs can be 
paid via affordable payment plans with no added markup or 
interest. These repairs can include replacing a window, sink, 
toilet, doors, hot water heater, minor roof  repairs, furnace and 
air conditioner repair, minor drywall repair, and installing grab 
bars. New construction projects are limited to handicap ramps. 

Needs 
  Providing adequate shelter for those in need is a very 
crucial...and expensive...service to our community. Homes for 
Hope is always looking for financial partners to help carry the 
cost of  materials and labor. They also welcome volunteers to 
help with both their construction and maintenance projects. 
However, if  you are not able to participate in either of  these 
ways, you can donate items to or shop at their warehouse store. 
Located behind the Hollister Police Station (on Gage Rd), this 
store offers a large selection of  construction materials, 
furniture and appliances, and  is open to the public Thursdays-
Saturdays, 9-4pm. They will even schedule a pickup for large 
donations. 
  If  nothing else, we can lift them up in prayer. Here are some 
ways we can be praying for them: 
· For the families and seniors being helped by Homes for Hope 
that they can truly find peace and hope in their new 
surroundings 
· For the leadership to make wise decisions and to seek God's 
will for the organization 
· For the safety of  volunteers working on constructions projects 
· For financial stability 
  If  you are interested in volunteering or donating to the 
Mountain Country Homes for Hope, you can call their 
executive director, Susan Martin at 417-335-2015. You can 
also find more infor mation on their websi te at 
www.rebuildinghopenow.org. 
  To schedule a pickup for donations to their warehouse, you 
can call Roger at 417-294-0756.

Greg Lilley 



Matt and I were married July 23, 2016. We were house hunting for several months prior to that, searching for a house with land in 
a location between Branson and Springfield. The Lord graciously provided us with 40 acres and a house just north of  Branson 
and we were able to close on the property the week before our wedding. This allowed us to have a place to call home as soon as we 
got back from our honeymoon. Once we returned, we immediately started settling into our new life together as well as fixing up 
our house and land. About 3 weeks after our wedding, we found out I was pregnant. We wanted to start our family right away but 
truth be told, neither of  us expected it to be quite that soon. Nevertheless, we were beyond thrilled and spent the next 9 months 
eagerly awaiting the arrival of  our precious baby boy. As much as this was exciting, there was also a looming feeling of  the 
uncomfortable unknown. Will he be healthy? Will we be worthy parents? All of  the questions and anxieties I’m sure all parents 
experience. While in theory, this was an excellent opportunity to lean on the Lord, it was much more difficult to execute. It proved 
to be somewhat challenging to adjust to the new normal of  married life knowing that anything I got adjusted to would be 
changing in a few short months in ways I couldn’t possibly imagine. While the adjustment to being married was a breeze and so 
wonderful to be able to be with Matt all the time versus just on the weekends, I also felt in limbo which was strangely crippling at 
times. I found it very difficult to get into any kind of  routine and didn’t quite feel like myself. I attributed all of  this to a 
combination of  experiencing several major life changes in a very short period of  time and pregnancy hormones. I was especially 
appreciative of  all the support and encouragement I received from the Harvest community during this transition. It was nice to 
have so many people reach out and give advice during my pregnancy. This and the love and support of  my husband helped me 
power through and those feelings all got gradually better and better. Then on April 24, 2017, our beautiful baby James Matthew 
Briand came into the world. He has been a joy in ways we never imagined were possible. While there have been the normal 
challenges that come with being a new parent, there have been far more moments of  pure awestruck wonder that the Lord has 
blessed us so much with this precious little baby. There is just something so special about experiencing the miracle of  life first hand 
that gives you such a profound amazement of  God and his ability to create life. It’s given us a whole new and appreciative 
perspective in so many ways. But mainly we are just really, really happy! With this newfound joy has come an even deeper 
challenge for me to trust the Lord with James. It’s one thing to practice trusting the Lord with our own individual lives but adding 
the ability to trust Him with a child is a whole new realm of  trust. He’s my baby! It’s a totally different experience than anything 
else I could compare it to. While trusting the Lord with James is not something I have nor expect to master any time soon (or ever), 
it has also been an amazing journey for me thus far to constantly walk in the truth that he is the Lord’s child who loves and cares 
for him in ways far beyond my ability or understanding. It’s been cool to think about how much we love James in the context of  
how fully the Lord is able to love James, too. Such a comforting thought! As for the future of  the Briand family, Matt will graduate 
with his Civil Engineering Degree in December of  2018. Only 2 full semesters left! We also plan on expanding our family and will 
eventually get cattle for our land. We are loving life and look forward to gradually working on our property and in general 
continually seeking and growing in the Lord as a family.

Hillary Briand 

 









  Me: True confession: Community Camp was not great for me this year.  
 You: *gasp*  But you make PowerPoint presentations with fun-filled 
Kodak moments put to peppy music sprinkled with hilarious one-liners!
  Me:  Agreed.  My Community Camp PowerPoint prowess is not to be 
denied.  But as anyone in the social media world will quickly agree, cute 
pictures & peppy music don’t tell the whole story of  any situation.  If  
you think my life is one hilarious, adorable video of  Norah all day long, 
you’d be sadly disappointed when you knocked on my door & came in to 
a flailing, thrashing child on a filthy floor who would most likely be 
screaming, “NO, NO, NO, NO!!!!!” for whatever reason (there could be 
many).  That doesn’t mean the hilarious & the adorable don’t happen, 
but that’s not the whole story.
  Let’s talk about the whole story of  Community Camp 2017.
  Leading up to the event, I knew my vision would need to be scaled 
back from years’ past.  Individually packaged s’mores fixins with cute 
tags were not going to happen this year.  A two-year-old and a 4-month-
old were in the equation this time around.  The heart of  the weekend 
would be the same, but the frills & bows were out the window.
  You:  Speaking of  the heart of  the weekend, what is that, exactly?  Why 
do you think Community Camp is worth putting together?
  Me:  When you get right down to it, I’ve always responded to God’s 
presence in my life the most when I see him reflected in others around 
me. My vision for Community Camp has been that we all get elbow-
rubbing close for a few days in a row and share ordinary life together.  
Because if  you read my last article, there is so much beauty in the 
ordinary.  Seeing each other Saturday morning, first thing before coffee, 
with no make-up or combed hair, you feel like you’re seeing the real 
person.   Not that coffee, combs & make-up aren’t nice inventions, but 
stripping those away can sometimes be like a squirt of  Windex on the 
mirror and suddenly I can see God in you more clearly.
  That is all very metaphorical, so here, let me break it down.
  Friday night was the first time we all gathered at Camp Hebron by the 
lovely Lake Pomme de Terre.  There were somewhere between 20-40 
campers throughout the weekend as people came & went and we started 
off  with a bonfire cookout.  The weather was perfect, we roasted hot 
dogs & s’mores (out of  bulk bags set out on the picnic table... they still tasted 
delicious, despite not being cutely packaged), everyone had their camp-
appropriate flannels & folding chairs, we were thumbs-up ready for the 
weekend with high enthusiasm & big smiles.  Norah had an absolute 
blast exploring the lay of  the land & eating plenty of  marshmallows.  
But sadly, bedtime always comes sooner than kids would like.  Nick & I 
went into our room & got our girls ready for bed.  We had pjs, stories, 
bedtime song, night lights & box fans brought from home, familiar 
blankets & stuffed owls filling pack & plays, we were acing the away-
from-home parenting thing.  Until... it came time for Norah to actually 
fall asleep.  After 2 hours of  trying every trick in the book, I admitted 
defeat & let her win.  We went out to the bonfire.  There were guitar-led 
songs being sung & Norah continued having an absolute blast.  While 
half  of  my brain was saying, “Let her have fun!  It’s just one weekend!” 
the other half  was saying, “We’re in for it,” with a foreboding feeling.   
Everyone turned in for the night around 10 pm and after all of  her 
family was safely tucked into bed, Norah peacefully went to sleep.  I wish 
I could pick out clear errors and victories in this parenting thing, but 
everything could be one or the other or both, depending on who you 
talk to or how you frame it in your mind.  This leads to a contradictory 
feeling of  guilt/self-congratulation.  “I totally messed that up!/I totally 
rocked that!”  It’s exhausting.  The little red devil on one shoulder and 
white angel on the other from the cartoons – I think that’s every parent’s 
brain all the time.  It seems like a constant guessing game.  
  Side note, Zoey made up for Norah’s evening by sleeping solid 4 hour 
blocks, even through her sister’s screaming.  Thank you, baby.
 Saturday morning came bright & early for most of  us.  The ones with



 little kids were at breakfast promptly at 7 am, the rest of  the campers 
straggled in, wondering why in the world breakfast was so early.  
  The men hung out with the kids to let the women meet for devotions.  
Here is where I started seeing some clean mirrors, reflecting sharp 
images of  a gracious God, full of  mercy & love in the midst of  this 
muddled, confusing guessing-game time of  my life.  I sat in the circle of  
friends and felt like the words I used to frame my thoughts were 
ineffective but the words they spoke in response still answered my 
unformed questions.  I heard from the heart of  a Father who is never 
guessing, through the mouths of  my sisters & mothers.
  An hour & a half  later, we let the guys have a turn with devotions while 
we took the kids.  They only got 30 minutes because they’re guys – they 
have fewer words.  
  The afternoon was for the kickball tournament a long, confusing 
conversation with the camp financial director involving hashing out 
miscommunications & problem-solving solutions... and naps.  Both girls 
slept for 2 hours, as did Nick & I, and we all felt restored.  Even the 
dollar signs & numbers that got all tangled up in my mind couldn’t keep 
me from sleep.  I missed getting to be a part of  the enthusiasm of  the 
kickball tournament, a highlight of  every other camp we’ve had.  I 
wished I could have been there to see the teams pulling for each other, 
but alas.  This is a time when it’s the most fun to see each team embrace 
every member with encouragement & support, win or lose.
  The afternoon continued with watercolor painting in a sunny dining 
hall and it helped the restoration of  my frazzled soul even more.  Sitting 
beside sweet friends, worship music playing on someone’s iPhone, 
everyone bent over their efforts, creating colorful versions of  their world 
on paper, my spinning brain slowed down & found its center.  It was easy 
to see a creative God in each one of  us.  
  The evening was for the Talent Night & it did not disappoint!  The 
new minute-to-win-it segment in between acts was a big hit.  Looking 
around as I took pictures and seeing the faces of  this unique family we 
get to be a part of, I saw another reflection.  I saw a facet of  God that is 
varied.  He is not predictable or formulaic.  And while we are drawn to 
like-minded people, we are inevitably surrounded by differences that 
help sharpen that image of  God even more.
  The evening was also for the worst attempt at going to sleep any 
toddler has ever made.  I don’t think she was even trying, to be honest.  
If  she was trying to break some sound record, now that’s another story.  
Norah repeated Friday night up until everyone was tucked into bed at 
10 pm but then she lost her ever-loving mind.  From 10 pm to midnight, 
she screamed, no matter what we did.  One continuous, ear-splitting, 
brain-numbing sound came out of  her.  If  I hadn’t been so 
overwhelmed, I might have been impressed.  Finally, around midnight, 
Nick strong-armed her into her car seat & took her for a drive.  Fifteen 
minutes later, she was asleep, but the transition back to our room woke 
her up & it was another screaming bout until she finally settled down 
enough to sleep a couple of  hours here & there.  At one point I asked 
Nick what time it was.  When I heard it was only 4 am, I felt despair that 
the night would ever end.  But end it did, and at 6 am, Norah woke up 
and said cheerily, ‘Good morning!’ like she had short-term memory loss 
or something.
  This time, breakfast was a little less magical.  Seeing the groggy faces 
around me and feeling raw, sleep-deprived & scratchy-behind-the-eyes 
made me want to turn around & crawl back into bed.  Seeing reflections 
of  God is great & all, but maybe after a solid 8 hours of  sleep?  
  The surface we could see on each other was stripped away by Saturday 
morning, the surface we could feel in ourselves was stripped down by 
Sunday morning and we were able to sit in somber (tired) meditation 
(stupor) in a damp chapel, our chairs facing each other.  We read the 
Word, learned the hand motions to pray with the kids & St. Patrick, 
Christ with me, Christ before me, Christ behind me, Christ in me, Christ beneath me, 
Christ above me...
  Not only were we seeing reflections of  God in each other, we were in 
his presence, coloring with crayons, we ate his body, chasing antsy 
children, we drank his blood, nodding off  every once in a while, we sang 
the doxology, we were real & present, He was real and present.
  It was not a great Community Camp for me...
  but I saw God.

reflections 

Kate Fried 





  As a child I remember thinking that my life was so slow!  The days 
stretched ahead almost endlessly.  This was especially true as I 
anticipated Christmas. At the beginning of  December when our home 
would begin to take on greenery, decorations and plans for dinners, I 
often felt like I couldn’t bear the waiting.  I could not be trusted with 
early packages under the tree because I was often found sneaking a peak.  
During the final week of  school before Christmas break I would sit in 
class staring at the clock exasperated at its snail pace. 
  These memories give insight into what it means to long for something.  
The purpose of  Advent is to provide time and space for us to experience 
longing for something we desperately want, knowing that we will have it 
eventually, but the time until it comes is slow.  Often we fill our longing 
for Christ with other things so that the ache is temporarily satisfied.  We 
must remember, however, that our hearts are yearning for something so 
much greater than what we taste, feel, touch, smell, or love apart from 
Christ.   When we dedicate ourselves for a time to the formation of  
hoping for Christ’s second coming, it gives us insight into the needs of  
our world in its incompleteness.  We know that Christ has come and 
through his life we have strength, understanding, and most of  all hope 
for how the world will someday be transformed.  Yet this experience is 
merely a taste and we are left wanting more.
  The pain of  the now, but not yet, is real.  We often experience anxiety 
about the unknown, or anger about injustice or ignorance.  Even more 
troubling is when we feel hopeless because we don’t know how to help 
ourselves or others in the midst of  pain. Paul admonishes us to persevere 
in the struggles whether they be ours, or on behalf  of  others, because it 
builds our muscle of  hope in Christ.  When we acknowledge that our 
circumstances are beyond our control we have no choice but to submit 
our desires to God and trust in his grace.  Our confidence then becomes 
anchored to Jesus rather than ourselves. In that process we learn to see 
the world through his eyes, we begin to hope for, and relate to others the 
way he does.  
  The foundation verse for this year’s Advent activities is 1 Peter 3:8-9:
  Do not forget this one thing, dear friends: With the Lord a day is like a thousand 
years, and a thousand years are like a day. The Lord is not slow in keeping his 
promise, as some understand slowness. Instead he is patient with you, not wanting 
anyone to perish, but everyone to come to repentance.
  It is helpful to remind ourselves that God’s timing is quite different than 
ours and nothing has, or will ever be outside of  his perfect timing.  We 
must continue to remind one another of  this truth and stand in unity as 
we wait and petition God for his return. Interestingly, in the Christian 
calendar, Advent is the beginning of  the year, not the end, which is how 
the world generally views the month of  December.  Thus it is enriching 
to think about the start of  a new year being grounded in our hope of  
what will be.
  In each of  the Sundays of  Advent we will focus on the needs of  people 
at differing stages of  life, beginning with children during our family 
service on December 3rd.  There are many mission agencies that we 
work with who assist people at differing stages of  life, and we will be 
praying for those as well.  In addition to the prayer opportunities 
provided during the worship services we have provided a prayer calendar 
for each of  the days in December to guide our community to pray in 
solidarity for the very real needs of  our world.  
  Finally, and most importantly, we will CELEBRATE the overwhelming 
love, mercy and kindness of  our Lord Jesus Christ.  He, who has created, 
has also lived fully into the world he designed.  We hold tight to the truth 
that he remains in the flesh, at the right hand of  the Father, fully present 
with us through the Holy Spirit.  On Christmas Eve during the morning 
worship service we will have a unique communion service so that we 
may revel in the joy that we have been granted as Christians even though 
we know that it is not yet fully realized.


Advent 
Jennifer Freeman 



1
But do not forget this one 

thing, dear friends: with the 
Lord a day is like a thousand 
years, and a thousand years 

are like a day. 
2 Peter 3:8

 

2
The Lord is not slow in keeping 
his promise, as some understand 

slowness. Instead he is patient 
with you, not wanting anyone to 
perish, but everyone to come to 

repentance. 2 Peter 3:9
 

Pray for someone 

you know who has not 

yet come to know 

Jesus. 

3
First Sunday 
in Advent 

Restore us, O God;�
    make your face shine 

on us,�
    that we may be saved.

Psalm 80:3
 

 

4
O Lord, you are our 

Father;�
    we are the clay, and you 

are our potter;�
    we are all the work of  

your hand.
Isaiah 64:8

 

Pray for 

children in broken 

homes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8
God is faithful, he will keep 
you firm to the end, so that 
you will be blameless on the 
day of  our Lord Jesus Christ.

1 Corinthians 1:8
 

Pray for wives 

and mothers who 

have been abused. 

 

9
By the grace given you in Christ Jesus 

you have been enriched in every way—
with all kinds of  speech and with all 

knowledge.    1 Corinthians 1:4-5


Pray that the children 

of Harvest will know 

Jesus as their Lord 

and Savior. 

 

10
Second Sunday 

in Advent 
The Lord our God, 

the Lord is one. 
 You shall love the Lord your 
God with all your heart and 
with all your soul and with 
all your might.  And these 
words that I command you 

today shall be on your heart.  
Deuteronomy 6:4-6

 
 
 
 
 
 

15
God’s steadfast love and 

faithfulness meet;�
    righteousness and peace kiss 

each other.  
Psalm 85:10



Pray for those who 

feel like they have no 

value. 

 

 

 

16
Yes, the Lord will give what is good, our 

land will yield its increase.�
Righteousness will go before him �
    and make his footsteps sure. 

Psalm 85:12-13


Pray that God’s creation 

is stewarded well. 

 

 

 

17
Third Sunday in 

Advent 
Now may the God of  peace himself  

sanctify you completely, and may your 
whole spirit and soul and body be kept 

blameless at the coming of  our Lord Jesus 
Christ. He who calls you is faithful; he will 

surely do it. 1 Thessalonians 5:23-24
 

 

 

21
For as the earth brings forth its sprouts,�

    and as a garden causes what is sown in it to sprout up,�
so the Lord God will cause righteousness and praise�
    to sprout up before all the nations.  Isaiah 61:11



Pray for God’s truth to shine brightly 

in the church so that young adults will seek 

to know God. 

 

22
I will greatly rejoice in the LORD  

Isaiah 61:10


Take some time to sit 

quietly and enjoy the Lord. 

 

December 



5
Therefore you do not lack any 
spiritual gift as you eagerly wait 
for our Lord Jesus Christ to be 

revealed.  1 Corinthians 1:7


Pray for foster 

parents. 

6
Pray for the placement of 

foster children. 

11
What kind of  people ought you 

to be? You ought to live holy 
and godly lives as you look 
forward to the day of  God.  

2 Peter 11-12
 

Pray for churches to 

stand gracefully in 

God’s truth. 

 

7
The sovereign Lord tends his flock like a 

shepherd:�
    He gathers the lambs in his arms �
and carries them close to his heart;�

    he gently leads those that have young.
Isaiah 40:11



Pray for orphans. 

 

 12
In keeping with his 

promise we are looking 
forward to a new heaven 
and a new earth, where 
righteousness dwells. 2 

Peter 3:13


Pray for those 

who are struggling 

with health issues. 

 

13
Bear in mind that 

our Lord’s patience 
means salvation.

2 Peter 3:15 


Pray for 
single mothers. 

 

14
Let me hear what God the Lord will 

speak,�
    for he will speak peace to his 

people, to his saints;�
    but let them not turn back to folly. 

Psalm 85:8


Pray for wisdom. 

18
Rejoice always, pray 

continually, 
give thanks in all 
circumstances.  

1 Thessalonians 5: 16-18


Pray for those 

who are beginning 

a new chapter in 

their lives (careers, 

marriages, etc.) 

 

19
Do not quench the Spirit.
 Reject every kind of  evil. 
1 Thessalonians 5: 19, 22



Pray that young 

adults may turn to 

Jesus in the 

midst of their 

temptation. 

 

20
God’s mercy extends to those

 who fear him,�
    from generation to generation. 

 Luke 1:50


Pray for the youth of 

Harvest and their parents as 

they continue to guide them 

into adulthood. 

 
 

23
My whole being shall exult in my God; for 

he has clothed me with the garments of  
salvation, he has covered me with the robe 

of  righteousness.  Isaiah 61:10 


Write out a list of the 

ways that you experience the 

Lord’s healing hand in 

your life, turning your heart 

from sin to righteousness. 

 
 

24
Fourth Sunday 

in Advent 
I will sing of  the Lord’s great 

love forever;�
    with my mouth I will 
make your faithfulness 

known through all 
generations.�

 I will declare that your love 
stands firm forever,�

    that you have established 
your faithfulness in heaven 

itself.  Psalm 89:1-2�


25
 

Rejoice! 
 

Christ is born! 



Let us remember that the life in 

which we ought to be interested is 

daily life.  
We can, each of us, only call the 

present time our own. 

Our Lord tells us to pray for 

today, and so he prevents us from 

tormenting ourselves about 

tomorrow. It is as if God were to say 

to us:  

“It is I who gives you this day and 

will also give you what you need 

for this day.  

It is I who makes the sun to rise.  

It is I who scatters the darkness of 

night and reveals to you the rays 

of the sun."  
 Gregory of Nyssa  

 
On the Lord's Prayer  
 


